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Abstract 

Name Data Networking is a future Internet architecture and it depends on 
data. NDN takes advantage of the current Internet Architecture and aims to address 
the weaknesses. In NDN, interest messages are used to retrieve data. Each data has a 
name that is embedded inside each interest packet. Routers use these names to 
forward the messages as NDN does not use source or destination address. For each 
interest packet, a packet is issued that is called a Data packet or D-packet. D-pkt 
holds the name of the content and the data itself. In this paper, we propose a data 
structure which is the hybrid of Cuckoo filter and Trie for the name lookup process in 
NDN. 
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I.    Introduction  

In NDN, the consumer is the one who starts the communication. NDN 
Interest Packet or I-packet and Data Packet or D-packet uses as shown in Fig.1. A 
consumer initiates by sending an interest packet, each interest packet holds the 
prefix/name of the desired data. A router by looking up the name from its Forwarding 
Information Base, or FIB, forwards the interest packet accordingly. A router also 
remembers the interface from which the request comes in. When the interest packet 
reaches the node that can provide the content, a corresponding data packet is issued. 
The data packet contains both the content and the content's name. The content is 
signed by using the producer's key [IV]. The D-packet traces back the path created by 
the I-packet. As NDN is a data-centric network, both the I-Packet and D-packet does 
not contain the host address. Routers in NDN keep the I-packet and D-packet for 
some timeframe. When a router receives more than one I-packet for the same content, 
the router follows a first come first serve policy. The I-packet that came first will be 
directed towards the data producers. The router keeps the record of remaining I-
packets in the Pending Interest Table or PIT. Each entry of PIT contains the name of 
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the Interest and the set of interfaces in which the requests have been received. When 
the desired data arrives at the router, it checks the PIT entries and forwards the 
content to all the listed interfaces [IV]. Then the router removes the corresponding 
entry and also caches the data in the Content Store or CS. In this way, routers can 
satisfy future requests.  
 

 

Fig. 1: Interest and Data packets 
 

II.   NDN Model 

NDN has the hourglass-shaped model as of the Internet shown in Fig. 2 in 
which instead of using the IP addresses, it uses content names. The current Internet 
model has only Internet Protocol working in the network layer for communication [I]. 
Adding new functionalities and modifying the underlying existing technologies is 
very difficult. 
 

NDN has two more important layers as it must support four functionalities: 

o Efficiency 
o Security 
o Resiliency 
o Scalability 
. 

 

Fig. 2: Internet and NDN hourglass architecture 

The Strategy Layer is responsible for the forwarding decisions and the security layer 
is responsible for securing each piece of data in the NDN network. 
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Names 

In NDN, the most important thing is the name associated with each data. Each 
interest packet has the prefix/name that the consumer is looking for. The data packet 
also holds the name of the data for which this D-packet has been issued. The names 
used are opaque and the routers are unaware of the meaning of the name. 
 
NDN uses the hierarchical structure for the names as shown in Fig. 3, e.g., an image 
produced by ggsipu may have the name as /ggsipu/images/umbrella.jpg. It enables 
each application to use the naming scheme as per their needs. A certain level of 
global uniqueness is required when retrieving the data globally. 
 

 

Fig. 3: Hierarchical representation of names in NDN 
 

III.   NDN Architecture Principles 

The following principles give direction towards the design of the NDN 
architecture: 

o NDN has the same hourglass-shaped architecture that mainly revolves around the 
network layer implementing the required functionality required for connectivity 
at the global level. 

o NDN also follows the peer to peer principle which enables the applications to 
recover from the network failures. 

o NDN has built security into the architecture as each data packet is being signed 
by the data producer to verify its authenticity. 

o In NDN, we have separate routing and forwarding plane.  

IV.   Routing and Forwarding in Name Data Networking 

Routers look into the route information, select the path for the forwarding of 
the I-packet and the D-packet based on the name that is embedded. This eliminates 
various problems that we faced in IP architecture. As NDN is a host-centric 
architecture, the producer does not need to expose its identity so there is no NAT 
traversal problem. There is a problem of changing addresses in IP when there is 
mobility. In NDN, as the name of the content remains the same so there is no 
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disturbance in communication [IV]. And at last, there is no need to assign the 
addresses and further, there is no need for address management.  

Routers have the knowledge of the boundaries between the components present in a 
data’s name. As the content names are totally opaque in NDN, the routers simply do 
the longest prefix matching. For example, /ggsipu/images/umbrella.jpg may match 
both /ggsipu and /ggsipu/images in the FIB and the latter is the longest prefix match. 

NDN supports multipath routing. The interests cannot loop in the network as the 
content name and a random nonce value helps to identify the redundant so that they 
can be discarded. A router, without worrying about the loops can send out multiple I-
packet on multiple interfaces. The first D-packet received can satisfy the interest and 
router caches the received data for future interests. The router discards all the other 
copies of D-packet [III]. 

This enables the NDN architecture to support load balancing. The routers can also 
measure the performance on the basis of returned data and can further choose the best 
performing path for future interests. In this way, NDN supports the forwarding 
strategy. 

As each data packet is being signed by the producer, it provides great security to the 
data from being tampered or modified. By supporting multipath routing, NDN 
mitigates the prefix hijacking. In the case of prefix hijacking, the routers may try 
other paths to get the data. To be more effective, NDN must focus on denial of 
service attacks. 

Name Lookup 

Each node in NDN maintains 3 data structures:  

   (a) Forwarding Plane (FIB)  

   (b) Pending Interest Table (PIT)  

   (c) Content Store (CS). 
 

 
Fig. 4: Data Structures at NDN node 
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Forwarding Information Base: The purpose of FIB is to serve the forwarding 
purpose. A router can check the FIB entries to make a decision of forwarding a 
particular packet to a specific interface as per the current set up information. 

Pending Interest Table: There is an entry for each interest packet in PIT sent by the 
consumer until the request is fulfilled. After the request has been satisfied, the entry 
will be removed from the PIT. The entry is maintained for a specific period of time. If 
the request is not fulfilled within the timeframe, I-packet has to be sent out again.  

Content Store: As the D-packet is issued, the router keeps the cache of the data so 
that the router can fulfill the requests for the same data in the future. In this way, a 
router can speed-up the process of data retrieval.  

NDN forwarding Overview 

In NDN, as said earlier also, the communication process is started by the 
consumer as shown in fig. 5. The I-packet is released for data retrieval. On receiving 
the I-packet, the router checks the name in the content store to see if the router has a 
copy of the data. In this case, the router simply returns the corresponding D-packet 
[XII]. If there is no match, the router checks the PIT for an entry. If the router finds 
out that there is no entry for the name in its content store, it checks the PIT [XVI]. If 
there is an entry then the router adds an entry with the incoming interface as the 
Interest packet has already been forwarded but the D-packet has yet not issued. If 
there is no entry in the PIT for the name, it adds a new entry. The router uses the FIB 
information for the longest prefix match and for the forwarding purpose. If there is an 
entry in FIB, the I-packet is forwarded to the outgoing face. If no entry exists in FIB, 
the router may send a negative acknowledgment back to the incoming interface from 
which the interest packet has been received. 

 

 
Fig. 5: Processing of packets at NDN node 

 
On receiving a D-packet, the router looks for the PIT entry. If there is a match the 
data is cached to the content store and it will be forwarded to the corresponding 
interface [XVII]. If there is no entry in PIT, the data is dropped as it is either no 
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longer needed or is unrequested. NDN forwarding strategy decides whether and how 
to forward the interest packet in the network. 

V.     Bloom Filter-Based Name Lookup 

In Name Data Networking, we have hierarchical names to fetch the content. 
The decision to forward a packet depends on the lookup operations [V]. 

Bloom Filters can be useful due to three factors: 

o They give the solution in constant time. 
o They take less amount of space. 
o There is less probability of error. 

As there is a possibility to have false positivity, bloom filters are not really optimal. 

Problem with Bloom Filters 

Let’s say, we have a set N= {name1, name2,..., namen} 

Bloom Filters can be helpful in the lookup process of a name in the given set P. 

False Positives in Bloom Filter 

The speed and size are very important as to concern with the name lookup 
process in Name Data Networking. This leads to the probability of error i.e. false 
positives. False Positives occurs when we report that the name is present in the hash 
table and it's actually not [II]. 

Let's say, we have an m bit array filled with zeros. 

B  

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Hash each item namej  in N k times. If Hi (namej )=a, set B[a] =1. 

B  

0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 

Now, for the lookup of a name say q in N, check B at Hi (q). All k values must be 1. 

B 

0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 

But with bloom filters, it is possible to have false positive i.e. all k values are 1 but 
the name says s is not in N. 

B 

0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 
 

Where items are n, m=cn bits and we have k has functions. 
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Pr (as pacific bit of filter is 0) is p ́≡ (1-1/m)kn ≈ e-kn/m ≡ p.(1) 

If p is the fraction of 0 bits in the filter then the probability of false-positive is 

 (1-p)k≈  (1-p ́)k≈   (1-p)k = (1-e -k/c )k.(2) 

Find optimal at k = (ln 2) m/n by calculus. 

Deletions in Bloom Filter 

Not only there is a probability of false-positive in bloom filters but also, they 
cannot handle deletions. In Name data networking, when cache poisoning happens, 
there is a need to update the content and so that leads to deletions in the hash tables. 

B        xi                  yi 

 

As shown in Fig. if we delete xi means there is a need to replace the entry with 0. In 
this process, when we replace the entries of x I with 0, it will affect the entry of yi. 

B           xi                   yi 

 

 
 

We can see clearly, deleting a name from the hash table in bloom filters interferes 
with the entries of the other names. If we search for yi in the hash table, we will find 
that not all k values are 1. So as a result, it will report that the name is not present but 
actually, it does. It delays the forwarding decisions.  

VI.   Cuckoo Filter-Based Name Lookup 

Cuckoo Filters are better than the bloom filters due to the following reasons: 

 It supports deletions. 
 It takes less time for lookup than Bloom filters. 
 It requires less space than Bloom filters.  
 It is simple to design and build. 

A cuckoo filter stores a bit string for each item generated by the hash function. It 
provides the efficient use of space as the filter is almost completely filled. If we need 
to find whether an item is present or not then we just need to find the fingerprint of 
the item and returns true if an identical fingerprint is found [X]. 

Cuckoo Hash Tables 

In cuckoo Hashing, each element xi gets two possible locations. 

 Let’s say, we want to insert a name say n, we need to check both the locations for 
n. If there is a slot, insert. 

0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
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 If both the positions are filled, n removes the previous item m. Then m moves to 
its other location. 

 If m finds that the other location is already full, m removes p and this keeps on 
happening until the item finds an empty slot. As shown in Fig. item G needs to be 
inserted. Two possible locations are 3rd and17th. 
 

      1        2          3         4      5       6       7         8        9        10 
  

A  B  
  

C  

 
                                           G 
 

   
E  

 
D  

  

         11        12     13       14    15   16    17     18         19         20 
 

  At 3rd position, item A is present and at 17th position D is present. 
 

      1          2      3        4   5         6            7    8  9    10 

E  
G 

 B   
  C 

 
 
 

   A   D    

        11        12       13        14     15    16      17   18     19        20 
 

G takes the 3rd position and removes A. A has two possible positions i.e. 3rd and 14th. 
So, A moves to 14th position and removes E. E moves to 1st position. 

Therefore, Cuckoo hashing is useful in the name lookup process in Name Data 
Networking as it can give the solution in constant time, has high memory utilization 
and it is simple to build and design[IX]. 
 

Deletions in Cuckoo Filter 

Cuckoo filters can handle deletions [VI]. When an item p is to be deleted 
from the hash table, then the cuckoo filter checks both candidate buckets for the item 
p. As we see that when two items share the positions in a bloom filter, it leads to false 
deletion. And it eventually leads to a false negative. But in case of Cuckoo filter, if 
two items p and q share one candidate bucket i1 and collide on fingerprint f, then 
partial key cuckoo hashing ensures that p and q both also reside in bucket i2. So, when 
the item p is deleted, q is still a member of the set[VII]. For an item to gets deleted, it 
must be present otherwise it may be possible that a different item that shares the same 
fingerprint is deleted. 
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VII.   Proposed Solution for Name Lookup in NDN 

We propose a data structure which is a hybrid of Cuckoo filter and Trie. Each 
name is divided into two sections: C-prefix and T-suffix. Cuckoo filter stores C-
prefixes C1, C2…with a certain length. The Trie stores the T-Suffixes, T1, T2 ... without 
any boundation on its length. We are constructing a set in which we have T-suffixes 
which are bind to the B-Prefixes with a hash table as shown in Fig. 6 

 

 

Fig. 6: Cuckoo Filter Based Name Lookup 
 

This method is done in two stages: 

 Cuckoo filter processes the C-prefix and using hash table we can get the location 
of the corresponding T-suffix tree. In case the length of the C-prefix is small then 
the outgoing face(s) will be returned directly. 

 After getting the information of the root, the method will start the longest prefix 
matching. Then it will return the corresponding forwarding face(s). 

 The hybrid data structure that we propose can improve the lookup operations as 
the Cuckoo filter take less time and space-efficient as compared to others. 
 

Comparison between Bloom Filter and Cuckoo Filter 

 

Fig. 7: Bloom Filter vs Cuckoo Filter 
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VIII.   Conclusion   

We propose a data structure which is a hybrid of Cuckoo filter and Trie. The 
hybrid data structure that we propose can improve the lookup operations as the 
Cuckoo filter take less time and space-efficient as compared to others. It supports 
deletions. It requires less space than Bloom filters. It is simple to design and build. 
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